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“We are all very excited to work 

with Phoenix Art Space again. 

Lucy, Jack and Gabby have 

distinct way of exploring materials 

and subject in their practice. 

This exhibition is a wonderful 

opportunity to share these insights 

with a wider audience through

curation, workshops 

and residency.”

Patricia Finnegan, 

Artist Development Lead,

Project Art Works

Lucy Day,

Executive Director, 

Phoenix Art Space

phoenixbrighton.org projectartworks.org

Based in Hastings, Project Art Works 

is a supported studio which 

collaborates with people with 

complex support needs and circles 

of support. Their practice intersects 

art and care, practical support, film, 

projects and exhibitions. 

Their studios provide the conditions 

for a broad range of collaborative 

practices with neurodivergent artists,

who take part on their own terms.

"I am so delighted to be welcoming 

Project Art Works back to Phoenix

and very much looking forward to the

exhibition by Jack, Lucy and Gabby. 

The imaginative dexterity of their 

individual practices shines throughout 

the exhibition, inviting us to 

witness the joy inherent 

in making and presenting work.”

Began in 1995 as a charity in 

Brighton, Phoenix Art Space 

provides and maintains:

100 affordable artists’ studios 

2 public galleries 

15 free exhibitions per year

 

The learning and community 

engagement programme at Phoenix 

Art Space offers everyone the 

chance to be creative. 
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Friday 17 March
Friday 31 March
Friday 14 April 

Residencies:

Jack has been awarded 

Developing Your Creative 

Practice grant from Arts Council 

England, to further develop his 

skills in ceramics and building 

collaborations with artists / studios

Lucy’s 

journals 

show 

her deep 

research 

process

This is a visual guide by Anna Farley, a tool for you and artwork in progress
Special thanks + Helen Farley + Anna Knowles + Jessica Courtney Bennett + Lucy Jenion + Patricia Finnegan

+Jack Goldsmith + Oliver Crowther + Gabby R + Sara Dare + Lucy Day + Kitty Bew + Tim Corrigan + Dean Pavitt  
Lucy, Jack, Gabby: Visual Guide © Anna Farley 2023. All rights reserved. 

Thursday 16 March
Thursday 30 March 
Thursday 13 April

Thursday 16 March
Thursday 30 March 
Thursday 13 April

This is an exhibition 

of the practice and 

work of 3 young 

neurodiverse artists 

from Project Art Works

It is on their own terms, 

reflecting their 

relationship with

their practice, 

the studio 

and each other

They are united by careful 

and precise methods of: 

collecting, 

researching 

and reimagining

Sourcing from popular culture 

to natural history, they show us 

something about the 

unique way they 

(and each of us) 

see/feel our world

Residencies:

Residencies:

With a strong interest in colour, Jack Goldsmith works to express and 

validate his inner and lived experience using:

he references 

favourite childhood 

television shows

ancient 

civilisations

pirates

power 

rangers

scooby 

doo
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Working extensively with animated films as reference material, 

Lucy Jenion’s practice centres on:

using imagination 

and skill to render 

resulting scenes 

in vivid colours 

and minute detail

Lucy begins 

with a 

particular 

film, 

character 

or cultural 

moment 
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often placing 

herself  as a 

character in 

the piece

www.annafarley.co.uk

Gabby R is a prolific maker and master of  less 

     conventional materials including: 

h
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Gaby assembles and engineers these materials

Gaby documents their unique features and qualities using collage, 

                drawing and painting  

creating vividly imagined characters that mimic or 

embellish creatures from the natural world


